Improvement plan for Wallaroo Primary School
2019 to 2021

School name

Wallaroo Primary School

Click to upload school logo

Vision statement

Every child matters every day. All children are high
achievers.
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Plan summary
This table will be automatically populated
to provide a summary of your plan.

Goals

Targets

Challenge of practice

Increase student competence
in number sense and use of
operations in years 3-7

50% achievement in number and algebra questions in
PAT M across Year 3-7

Through increased exposure
to texts across all curriculum
areas, students develop their
competency in making
meaning from a variety of text
types.

70% achievement in questions related to inferring explicitly If we develop children's ability to apply reading
stated information.
strategies across a range of texts in all curriculum

If we develop student's number skills through
evidenced based practices, then student's competence
in number sense and the use of operations will
increase.

areas, then their competency in making meaning from
a variety of texts is enhanced.
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Improvement plan for Wallaroo Primary School

2019 to 2021

How to complete this template
• Complete every step. The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this. In addition, your education director will provide support.
• Complete steps 1 to 3 during term 4 of 2018 and have it approved by the principal, governing council chairperson, and education director.
• Email this plan (steps 1 to 3) to your education director.
• Publish your school improvement plan on your school website.
• Work through step 4 (Improve Practice and Monitor Impact) regularly throughout the school year. This step does not need to be published on your website.
• Complete step 5 (Review and Evaluate) in term 4 of each year. This step does not need to be published on your website, though it should inform the
Improvement Planning and Outcomes section of your annual report to the school community.
• Your school improvement plan will be current for 2019 to 2021 and should be updated in term 4 each year.

For further information and advice, contact:
Andrew Wells
Review, Improvement and Accountability Manager
Phone: 8226 1576
Andrew.Wells@sa.gov.au
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Step 1

Analyse and prioritise

Analyse evidence of student learning and answer the question ‘What are our goals for improvement?’ Specify up to 3
goals and annual targets for student learning improvement in the table below.
The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this.

Goals
Goal 1

Targets
Increase student competence in
number sense and use of operations in
years 3-7

2019

50% achievement in number and algebra questions in PAT M across Year 3-7

2020
2021
Goal 2

Through increased exposure to texts
across all curriculum areas, students
develop their competency in making
meaning from a variety of text types.

2019

70% achievement in questions related to inferring explicitly stated information.

2020
2021

Goal 3

2019
2020
2021
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Step 2

Determine challenge of practice

Consider how improvements in teaching practice will help to achieve your improvement goals and answer the
question ‘What areas of practice should we focus on improving to reach our goals?’ Specify your challenge of
practice for each goal in the table below.
The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this.

Challenge of practice
Goal 1

If we develop student's number skills through evidenced based practices, then student's competence in number sense and the use
of operations will increase.

Goal 2

If we develop children's ability to apply reading strategies across a range of texts in all curriculum areas, then their competency in
making meaning from a variety of texts is enhanced.

Goal 3
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Step 3

Plan actions for improvement

Consider evidence of best practice to answer the question ‘What actions should we take to improve our practice and reach our goals?’ Specify your
actions for improvement, timeline, responsibility, resources and success criteria for each goal in the tables below.
The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this.

Goal 1
Challenge of practice

Actions

Increase student competence in number sense and use of operations in years 3-7

If we develop student's number skills through evidenced based practices, then student's competence in
number sense and the use of operations will increase.

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

Teacher action research to build
accountability for a professional
growth culture.

Beginning
Term 1,
Pupil Free
Day

Leadership Team will:
-present clear expectations for teacher and team planning time.
- extend teachers pedagogical knowledge by providing teachers with the
opportunity to reflect on their practice against the "Best Advice Papers" and
Di Siemons Twilight Seminars.
-enable teacher/team planning time to plan their 'action research' based on
BiIN
Teachers will trial their action and reflect on its impact on student learning.

The Education Dept. Numeracy Guide Book
Best Advice Numeracy Papers
Di Siemons Twilight Seminars-Big Ideas in
Number
PD Schedule for 2019
Team Planning Time-Term 1-Pupil Free Day

Professional development
targeting sequential teaching of
number sense.

Term 1
Week 7

Leadership will provide professional development on the
National Numeracy Learning Progression.
Teachers will use the National Numeracy Learning
Progression to identify next steps for their students.

National Learning Numeracy Learning
Progression (Numeracy Guide Book)
Team planning.
TRT Days-1/2 per teacher-4 days-Funded by
Better School Funding.

Support for teachers in the
development of targeted teaching
and learning programs that
explicitly set challenging learning
goals.

Term 2
2019

Teachers use the Progression to set
challenging learning goals to support the
development of targeted teaching and
learning programs.

NLG planning time.
TRT Days-1/2 per teacher-4 days-Funded by Better School
Funding.
Scheduled PD meetings to include:
*Student Progression Data
*Teacher Action Research goals
*Teaching and Learning Programs
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Step 3 continued
Goal 1 continued
Actions

Plan actions for improvement

Increase student competence in number sense and use of operations in years 3-7
Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

Teachers will be supported to use Term 1
a range of pedagogical
onwards
approaches and tools that
2019
promotes student mathematical
Investigations.

-Teachers use BLOOMS Taxonomy in programming.
-Teachers display the BLOOMS anchor chart in their classroom.
- Through questioning, teachers will promote reasoning rather than 'answer
getting" (How do you know?, Justify your answer etc)
-Teachers promote classroom dialogue through the model, "Pose, Pause,
Pounce and Bounce"
-Teachers build and reinforce oral and written mathematical language.
through daily warm ups, classroom dialogue and classroom display.
(Anchor Charts)

BiTL Tool
BLOOMS Taxonomy
BLOOMS Anchor Chart
Pose, Pause, Pounce and Bounce anchor
chart.

Teachers will be supported to plan, Term 3/4
design and explicitly teach number
concepts and operations through
student centred teaching
methodologies.

Teachers use a combination of concrete, pictorial and abstract
methods during explicit teaching of concepts.
Teachers provide students with opportunities to show their
understanding in a variety of ways including concrete materials,
pictorial and or abstract methods.
Leaders undertake instructional observation and provide feedback
to teachers.
Teachers provide student works samples at PD meetings.

Team planning allocation.
Text: Teaching Student centred Mathematics
Developmentally appropriate instruction (Van
de Walle, Bay-Williams, Lovin & Karp,
2017)-$40

Total financial resources allocated
Success criteria

$4040 (Better Schools Funding)

Students experience concrete, pictorial and abstract methods during warm up's and explicit Instruction of concepts and apply these methods
to show their understanding.
Students are engaged in classroom dialogue and mathematical language is evident. (Pose, Pause, Pounce, Bounce strategy is practiced.)
Students demonstrate competency in Big Ideas in Number.
Students are observed successfully using a variety of tools to solve real life problems.
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Step 3 continued

Plan actions for improvement

Goal 2

Through increased exposure to texts across all curriculum areas, students develop their competency in
making meaning from a variety of text types.

Challenge of practice

If we develop children's ability to apply reading strategies across a range of texts in all curriculum areas,
then their competency in making meaning from a variety of texts is enhanced.

Actions

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

Wk 0
Deepen teacher expertise in using From Wk
Q.A.R comprehension strategies
3-10
R-7.

Leadership provide professional development to up-skill all teachers on implementing the
Q.A.R model across R-7
Teachers implement the Q.A.R model in the daily Reading Warm up, the Guided
Reading Program and CARS & STARS.
Teachers explicitly teach children the Q.A.R model and the purpose of this,
All teachers display in their classroom and use the school agreed Q.A.R anchor chart.
Teachers use consistent language with students. (Here, Hidden, Head, Heart)
Leadership conduct instructional observations and provide feedback during guided
reading sessions, warm ups and CARS & STARS.
Teacher goals regarding implementation of Q.A. R are reflected in PD plans.

Q.A.R anchor chart
The Dept Guidance Books
Electronic PD Plan
Observation schedule

Deepen teacher expertise to apply Wk 2
reading strategies in texts across
Wk 7 (Pupil
HASS, Science, Health and
Free Day)
English using the CLOSE model.

Leadership provide professional development to Lead teachers.
Year 1-7 teachers use and action research model to implement the CLOSE model in HASS,
Science, Health and English.
Lead teachers provide professional development for all teachers and share impact on
student learning.
Teachers explicitly teach children the CLOSE model and the purpose of this,
Teachers develop a common agreement on the anchor chart to be used across the school.
The anchor class is displayed in classrooms.
Leadership conduct instructional observations and provide feedback on implementation.
Teacher goals regarding implementation of the CLOSE model are reflected in PD plans.

Planning time for Lead teachers.
Collaborative planning time for teachers. (1/2 TRT day
each-4 days)-Funded by Better School Funding.
CLOSE anchor chart
Observation schedule
PAT R Resources
Pupil Free Day-SLIIP

Target the development of Years
5-7 teacher expertise through
reciprocal reading.

Wk 1-2

Leadership to investigate and acquire Connector texts.

Wk 3
Week 4-10
Term 2

Years 5-7 teachers to identify guided reading groups.
Leadership will trial the Connectors with the 'extension
group' of students.
Leadership to provide professional development for all
teachers.

Collaborative planning time for teachers.
Connector Reading Series ($1000)-Funded
by Better School Funding.
Collaborative planning time for teachers.
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Step 3 continued
Goal 2 continued
Actions

Plan actions for improvement

Through increased exposure to texts across all curriculum areas, students develop their competency in
making meaning from a variety of text types.
Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Total financial resources allocated
Success criteria

Resources

$3000 (Better Schools Funding)

Students engage in daily warm up’s which include all components of the Reading Hierarchy and includes the Q.A.R model.
Students engage with a range of texts across all curriculum areas and become proficient with the CLOSE and Q.A.R model.
Students are explicitly taught the Q.A.R and CLOSE models, and reinforced across all curriculum areas.
Students develop and apply language specific vocabulary in their writing. (A WOW Chart or similar system is evident in the classroom)
Students demonstrate the ability to make meaning from a range of texts.
Students provide reasoning for their responses during CARS & STARS lessons.
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Step 3 continued

Plan actions for improvement

Goal 3
Challenge of practice

Actions

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources
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Step 3 continued

Plan actions for improvement

Goal 3 continued
Actions

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

.

Resources

e

Total financial resources allocated
Success criteria
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School improvement plan

Approvals

Approved by principal

Julie Petersen
15/2/2019
Approved by governing council chairperson

Name
Date
Approved by education director

Name

Date
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